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The Federal Reserve has never been robbed. Suspense, intrigue, and dazzling plot twists power

this tale of an FBI special agent and rookie investigator racing through the darkest layers of

Minneapolis to chase a sinister Federal Reserve robber.FBI Special Agent Jack Miller, pulled into a

high-profile case to mentor a new agent, finds himself in a clash with the toughest opponent of his

career. The chase culminates in the bowels of the city, in the storm sewers and tunnels beneath

The Ninth District Federal Reserve of Minneapolis.Reader Praise for Douglas Dorow & The Ninth

DistrictAddicting!The story kept me so enthralled that I neglected to eat until I finished it!Reminded

me of Robert Crais. Similar hook and fast, exciting pace.Very exciting, right up there with Michael

Connelly and James PattersonIf John Sandford has a nephew, he might well be Douglas

Dorow...writing reminds me of Sandford and not just because the novel is set in MN.I love the

Catherine Coulter FBI books, so I decided to read this one. It was quite a surprise! It's an exciting

book that is fast-paced and a fun read. I like books that "make" me want to keep reading.Great story

line, loved the characters. Excellent buildup of the suspenseReading this thriller was sheer

enjoyment! Douglas Dorow has a special talent for developing both, a story and the perfect cast of

characters to bring it to life. THE NINTH DISTRICT is a quick read guaranteed to grab your attention

from the Get-GO.Taut Exciting and Great Read! Bravo Mr. Dorow!This is the first book I have read

by this author....but not the lastThe FBI Series in Order:The Ninth District Ã¢â‚¬â€œ FBI Thriller

Book 1SuperCell Ã¢â‚¬â€œ Critical Incident #1 (Spin-off novella from The Ninth District)A short

story ALL SALES FINAL in the Twin Cities Sisters in Crime anthology Festival of Crime. Publishers

Weekly says  Ã¢â‚¬Å“The final entry, Douglas DorowÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s satisfying Ã¢â‚¬Å“All Sales

Final,Ã¢â‚¬Â• involves two deceitful Chicago bargain hunters at the Pelican RapidÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Art in
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I enjoyed the writing of the Ninth District and recommend it. My only nitpicks are the title--still not

sure what it signifies (unless Minneapolis, where the novel is set, is the FBI's ninth district).

Still...The ending left me feeling underwhelmed. Spoiler alert: The author finally gets the protagonist

and the antagonist together after a book full of playing cat and mouse. They are fighting to the

death, and they fall into a sewer and that's it, we never see the antagonist again. Seven entire

sentences devoted to their fight. I felt it was hugely anticlimactic.Don't let the ending dissuade you

though, the journey was a lot of fun.

I read the first chapters of this book in a sampler and just had to purchase the full book so I could

see what happened. I spent the next several hours totally absorbed in the story. I couldn't put it

down, and was sad when I realized I had read the entire book! I'll be purchasing the books in this

series so I can see what happens to Jack next.

I received this book for free. I said I'd give an honest review. It is a great action thriller with some of

the story taking place in tunnels below the City of Minneapolis. The descriptions os the tunnels and

their is most interesting. An older FBI agent is breaking in a younger agent when another bank

robbery occurs. Nothing of much value has been taken again but in the latest robbery a pregnant

teller is killed in cold blood by a masked person who salutes the camera as he leaves.. This is a

captivating engrossing, book that I could not put down. It kepy me reading late into the night to an



unusual exciting ending

I loved this novel. The author takes you inside the world of the FBI. Jack is a seasoned agent who is

training a newbie. You are taken into their personal lives so you feel as if you know them. The

newbie is assigned with finding a maniacal bank robber with a hidden agenda. The plot is filled with

twists and turns. Characters are well developed leaving you waiting for the sequel. Thanks****

I enjoyed this book, quite possibly because it took place in my city and I was familiar with all the

settings. The author kept my interest up by intertwining the hero`s personal life and his job as a

agent for the FUN . Story moved along and kept me wondering where it would take me.

I was so surprised that a new author could get your attention from the very first page.I will look

forward to his next book. I called a friend the moment I finished reading and gave her the book title

and the author's name!! This book should win a prize in the new author category.

This is a great story that grabs you from the first page - read till my eyes closed then finished it the

next morning. Great debut novel for Douglas Dorow. I can't wait for more from him!! You will enjoy

the read. A good thriller.

I was surprised. This turned out to be a very good read. Great plot, the characters were well thought

out. I wanted to take a Xanax too when they were in the tunnels. I can't wait to read the sequel. A

big thumbs up.
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